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Abstract

Previous models for the in-reactor corrosion of zirconium alloys have

assumed that the mechanism is a completely solid-state diffusion process, determined by

the growth and breakdown of the protective oxide film. In-reactor kinetics have been

related to out-reactor kinetics with the oxide-metal interface temperature calculated from

effects of heat flux. Recent experimental results have suggested that oxide dissolution and

reprecipitation may be a major process leading to the formation of thick porous oxide films

in-reactor. The model described here is based on the dissolution of primary recoil tracks

in the oxide as the primary process distinguishing in-reactor from out-reactor corrosion.

The consequences of such a model would be a very different microscopic morphology of

in-reactor and out-reactor thick films, a significant irradiation effect on non-heat transfer

surfaces, and a change in the kinetics of the overall process. This model should be

equally applicable to PWR and BWR water chemistries because of the amphoteric nature

of Z1O2, and the effects of LiOH should operate by an essentially identical mechanism. A

reciprocal rate equation should fit these processes and with additive terms seems capable

of accommodating all water chemistry effects, except for discontinuous processes such as

nodular corrosion.

1. Introduction

The oxidation of zirconium alloys in high temperature aqueous environments is

usually considered to be controlled by the growth and breakdown of a protective surface

oxide film dictated entirely by solid state processes[l,2]. The out-reactor oxidation

kinetics proceed in two stages; a pretransition period where kinetics are close to cubic or

quartic and the oxide film is protective, and a post-transition period after the breakdown of

this protective film where the kinetics are approximately linear, although in detail they may
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consist of a number of cycles, and may slowly accelerate over long periods of time[3-5].

In laboratory autoclave tests the oxidation kinetics of the Zircaloys are relatively

independent of water chemistry, and only additions of high concentrations of lithium

hydroxide result in any major increase in the corrosion rate[6-14].

Studies of the effects of irradiation on the oxidation kinetics have generally shown

a small increase in pre-transition kinetics and a reduction in the time to transition for

studies performed in dry gaseous (low pressure steam or carbon dioxide)

environments[12]. Early experiments in high temperature water in-reactor have tended not

to confirm these observations[13], and clear evidence for an accelerating effect of

irradiation was absent until after the transition point. Most of the recent in-reactor studies

have been based on the subsequent measurement of oxide thickness by either

metallography or eddy current techniques, neither of which are very accurate at low oxide

thicknesses. As a result the establishment of an irradiation effect on the pretransition

kinetics in water reactors had to await the development of more accurate methods for oxide

thickness measurements[14].

The extent of the accelerating effect of irradiation was apparently strongly

dependent on the reactor water chemistry. In loop tests and in Boiling Water Reactor

(BWR) environments, where radiolysis of the water results in the presence of excess

oxygen in solution, a severe self-propagating localised breakdown of the protective oxide

film led to the formation of oxide nodules, which in the worst cases could lead to through

wall oxidation of the cladding. Nodular corrosion could also be severe on non-heat

transfer surfaces such as fuel channels[ 15-22]. The precise mechanisms leading to

nodular corrosion remain unknown, but a practical mitigation of the problem has been

achieved by careful beta-quenching and other fabrication treatments of the cladding[23-

24]. As a result of this, examination of BWR fuel cladding showing essentially no

nodular corrosion has shown that the growth of the uniform black oxide film in BWR

water chemistry is very similar to the growth rate of uniform oxides in PWRs. Thus, the

effect of water chemistry seems only to be significant in initiating nodules in susceptible

cladding batches[25,26].
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In Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR) environments[27-32], where additions of

dissolved hydrogen inhibit water radiolysis, oxide breakdown appears to be relatively

uniform and the thick porous films formed at high burnups vary in thickness along the

length of the fuel pin, and azimuthally around it at any particular elevation, but are uniform

on a local scale. Modelling of PWR oxidation is relatively easier than for BWR oxides

because of the general uniformity of the behaviour. The many models for PWR corrosion

have generally started from a simplified two-stage out-reactor kinetic model. By applying

a thermal hydraulic model for the fuel assembly using an estimated thermal conductivity

for the oxide film, and the heat flux calculated from the reactor physics data, an iterative

calculation of the oxide-metal interface temperature can then be carried out as a function of

burn-up and an estimate of the oxide thickness as a function of time made assuming an

activation energy for the corrosion process[33-37]. A comparison of the results of such a

model with the in-reactor observations is then made and a multiplicative factor applied to

accommodate differences between calculation and observation. Such factors are regarded

as irradiation enhancement factors and appear relevant only to specific reactors when

observed[33]. In other instances[34] no apparent effect of irradiation is claimed. This

dichotomy of results is permitted to some extent by a lack of accurate knowledge of the

various thermal-hydraulics constants, oxide thermal conductivities and activation energies

that are used.

In practice, these models have difficulty in simoultaneously predicting, with the

same input parameters, both the minima in oxide thicknesses at grid spacers and the

maxima seen in the adjacent intergrid spans; or the oxide thicknesses seen on fuel

cladding at any given elevation and that seen on guide tubes or grids (non-heat transfer) at

the same elevation in the same bundle[34]. Present models do not predict the rather large

azimuthal variations in oxide thickness that are seen. Recent attempts (presented at the

EPRI-PWR Fuel Corrosion Workshop, Washington, DC, July 1993) to make these

models fit better have continued to use multiplicative enhancement factors, even though

additive irradiation effects may be more realistic[38,39]. They have now incorporated

sub-routines to allow for LiOH concentration, the long-term acceleration in the oxidation

kinetics, and potential effects of hydride precipitation. However, in many instances, there
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is no room for these additional factors because thermal-hydraulic factors have been able to

account for virtually all of the oxide growth. In a recent paper it was shown that this

situation may arise because the activation energies for corrosion that are used are too

high[401. It is proposed here that a complete departure from such in-reactor models

should be adopted.

2. A Revised Corrosion Mechanism

Recent results have suggested that in aqueous solutions under irradiation a major

change in our ideas about the corrosion process should be adopted. In studies in 0.1-1.0

mol. lithium hydroxide solutions, it has now been clearly demonstrated that dissolution

and reprecipitation of ZrO2 is the primary mechanism leading to acceleration of the

oxidation rate[41-431. This dissolution process apparently results from the preferential

dissolution of tetragonal or cubic ZrO2 crystallites in the oxide film, and (because of their

small volume fraction) leads to the development of open porosity wherever an

interconnected path of these phases is present in the oxide. The dissolved oxide

reprecipitates mainly on the specimen surface as monoclinic Z1O2 that does not represent a

diffusion barrier. Evidence for some crystallite boundary dissolution in solutions with

70ppm lithium has recently been reported[44].

Earlier work had shown that photodissolution of anodic oxides was possible even

at room temperature if high applied electrical fields were present[45]. Again, pores were

developed in the oxide films, and it is tempting to assume that preferential dissolution of

tetragonal or cubic ZrO2 crystallites was again the mechanism. This could not be

demonstrated in this instance because good Laser Raman spectra could not be obtained

from such thin oxide films. These observations, however, provided an explanation for

the growth of thick porous interference colour oxide films at low temperatures on Zircaloy

growth specimens in the ATR reactor[451. In this instance, there was no externally

applied electrical field. It was possible that an internal field could be generated in the

oxide from emission of Compton electrons in the high gamma field, but an alternative

mechanism whereby primary knock-on damage tracks in the oxide from fast-neutron

collisions were preferentially dissolved could not be eliminated.
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In order to test the generality of this dissolution and reprecipitation process,

specimens were examined from short in-reactor loop tests that had shown weight gains

less than that expected from the time, temperature and out-reactor pre-transition

kinetics[46], and from experiments in low power density uranyl sulphate tests in-reactor

where small increases in weight gain (compared with out-reactor tests) were

observed[47]. In both instances porosity was seen in the oxides. Thus, generation of

porosity by ZrO2 dissolution and reprecipitation seems to be evident in all in-ieactor tests

where such evidence has been sought. The preferential dissolution of recoil damage

spikes seems a strong possibility for a micromechanism in such cases, and the amphoteric

nature of ZrO2 means that such dissolution should be possible whatever the pH of the

reactor water.

Other early work would support such a mechanism. Evidence for a radiation

induced transformation of monoclinic to cubic ZrO2 was obtained by several

investigators[49-50]. Although in most instances this could be explained by the

stabilising effects of impurities present in the material[51-52], from the corrosion

standpoint this would not matter. If the passage of a primary knock-on spike produced a

column of cubic ZrO2 it could be argued that this would preferentially dissolve, although

merely disordering the same volume of material might be expected to have a similar effect.

In retrospect, it is interesting to note that attempts to find cubic ZrO2 in the oxides of

relatively thick oxide films formed in uranyl sulphate solution[47] were unsuccessful. At

that time it was concluded that this was evidence that the irradiation induced phase

transformation did not occur during in-reactor corrosion; however, the explanation that it

did occur, but that the cubic material preferentially dissolved and reprecipitated as

monoclinic ZrO2 was not considered, although a dissolution mechanism was proposed

and subsequently dropped at this time. Nevertheless, it now appears that the preferential

dissolution of local regions of the oxide (whether or not these are transformed to cubic

Z1O2 under irradiation) seems to be a regularly observable phenomenon in radiation

experiments in aqueous solutions.

Before moving on to examine the details of such a model we must ask whether

there is any contribution of dissolution processes to the corrosion mechanism in high
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purity water in the laboratory. No detectable effect of LiOH concentration on the

oxidation kinetics is seen until solutions of -0.01 mol. are employed. Thus, if there is

any dissolution of Z1O2 in pH7 water, it must be exceedingly small and may be restricted

to dissolution of oxide crystallite boundaries as reported for oxides grown in 0.01 mol.

LiOH[44]. However, this does not mean that it is making zero contribution to the

kinetics. In general, corrosion tests in water and dry steam at the same temperature and on

identical samples have not been reported for long post-transition experiments so that a

direct comparison of conditions where dissolution is possible and not possible cannot be

made. Short tests in steam and water have not shown any clear differences[55].

Oxidation of identical specimens in 633K water and 673K steam tests, however, generally

show lower exponents for the post-transition kinetics in 673K steam and, occasionally,

the actual weight gains at long times are almost identical[40]. This may be an indication

that dissolution of Z1O2 tends to enlarge the pores and cracks developed at the rate

transition in 633K water, but not in 673K steam. These effects also suggest that the use

of a single activation energy for the oxidation process at all post-transition oxide

thicknesses may be inappropriate.

3. The New Model

The basis of this model is that in-reactor the laboratory oxidation kinetics are

modified by the cumulative generation of porosity resulting from the preferential

dissolution of primary knock-on spikes induced by fast-neutron collisions with either

hydrogen atoms in the water molecules at the oxide environment interface, with oxygen

atoms within the oxide or in the water, or with zirconium atoms in the oxide or the metal.

In general, we will assume that a damage spike that does not intersect the oxide-

environment interface will not dissolve, although if it remains as a persistent area of

damage or cubic Z1O2 there is a possibility that it might contribute when the oxide

between it and the original oxide-environment interface becomes porous (Fig. 1). Damage

spikes that do not dissolve will contribute to the small increase in diffusion controlled

oxidation such as is seen in dry gaseous atmospheres[12].

In order to perform a direct numerical calculation of the corrosion rate predicted by

this model, an estimate of the following quantities would be needed:-
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• The number and dimensions of damage spikes resulting from various fast-neutron

knock-on events.

• The rate of dissolution of such spikes as a function of temperature and water

chemistry.

• The extent of any limitation to flow through the pores generated by dissolving

these spikes as a result of reprecipitation of the dissolved material.

• The relative effect of individual pores on the local oxidation rate as a function of

their size and closeness of approach to the oxide/metal interface.

• The effect of undissolved damage spikes, which do not intersect a free surface, on

the diffusion controlled growth rate of any remaining barrier oxide layer.

Many of these quantities cannot be estimated, although sources of data such as

those on the temperature and concentration dependence of the oxidation in LiOH solutions

STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3

FAST NEUTRONS KNOCK-ON ATOMS
TO FORM RECOIL TRACKS.

RECOIL TRACKS DISSOLVE
DISSOLVED OXIDE REPRECIPITATES

ON SURFACE.

OXIDE GROWS RAPIDLY AT
BOTTOM OF PORE . LESS
RAPIDLY IN DAMAGED BUT
UNDISSOLVED REGION.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of irradiation corrosion mechanism.
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may help because of the similarity of the proposed micromechanisms in the two situations.

However, a model that was developed for the corrosion in uranyl sulphate solutions

provides a framework for constructing the model proposed here[561.

The original hypothesis for the effect of irradiation on Zircaloy corrosion assumed

that fast neutron or fission fragment damage spikes provided easy diffusion paths in the

protective oxide film (or the barrier oxide layer during post-transition corrosion). A

combination of irradiation and thermal annealing of these spikes provided a time-

dependent recovery mechanism[57]. With the advantage of recent experimental evidence

this would need modifying so that the easy diffusion path is now the dissolved, or

partially dissolved, damage spike and the recovery process is the regrowth of a thicker

barrier oxide at the base of the pore created by the dissolution process (Fig. 1). The form

of the oxidation rate dependence should remain the same as that developed for the original

hypothesis. Thus, we would expect to obtain a reciprocal rate/fast neutron flux equation

of the form

1 V. V-

(1)R K2<t>+Rx
 Ry

Where R is the measured corrosion rate in-reactor

Rx is the post-transition corrosion rate at the calculated metal-oxide

interface temperature, for metal with the appropriate irradiation

induced structure (Rx will be fluence dependent)

Ry is the rate of growth of oxide at the base of a pore that develops

through to the oxide-metal interface (Ry is the oxide free initial

reaction rate of the metal)

Ki,K2 will be material dependent constants

K3 is a constant that modifies Ry because pores will only penetrate to

the oxide-metal interface over a small fraction of the area, and may

not penetrate right to the interface

$ is the fast neutron flux

This form of equation can be derived from the proposed in-reactor corrosion

mechanism in the following way:
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1. The oxidation rate in-reactor is postulated to be directly proportional to the number

of "active" pores (N) present in the oxide film at any particular time. Thus

R = aN (2)

2. If it is assumed that the recoil damage spikes dissolve rapidly compared with the

rate of regrowth of oxide, then their formation rate will be proportional to the fast

neutron flux. The effect of these pores will be eliminated when oxide has regrown

at the bottom of them to a thickness equal to or greater than the normal barrier

oxide thickness during post-transition oxidation. To a first approximation this

regrowth can be assumed to be linear with time and proportional to the number of

pores present. A second effect here will be the direct effect of irradiation on the

diffusion controlled processes involved in this oxide regrowth. Previous evidence

suggests that this should be an additive effect to the thermal process[38,39]. Thus

the number of "active" pores (N) is given by

dN/dt = koa<|> - kiN - k2aN<}> (3)

where ko,ki and k2 are constants associated with the production of pores, and

their elimination by thermal and irradiation induced phenomena respectively.

3. During irradiation the number of active pores will reach a steady state condition

such that

This can be rewritten to give the steady state in-reactor corrosion rate

JL J^L

The first term in this equation represents the acceleration caused by irradiation, but

will not reduce to the normal out-reactor corrosion rate at zero flux unless a further

additive term is included. The second term is the oxide regrowth rate at the oxide-

metal interface at the bottom of a pore. At infinite fast neutron flux this reaches a

limiting value equal to the reaction rate of a bare zirconium alloy surface. The final

equation then becomes

_ 1— + _ 1 ^ noted above (with constants changed)
R s K2<|>+Rx Ry
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Rs and R will be equivalent for steady irradiation at a constant fast neutron flux.

For transients, however, there will be a difference that will be time dependent.

The form of the fast neutron flux dependence derived from the equation is very

similar to that extracted by Garzarolli et al.[33] from their in-reactor data (Fig. 2).

4. Effects of Water Chemistry

4.1 EFFECT OF RADIOLYSIS

As presented here the in-reactor growth rate of uniform oxide shows no

dependence on the water chemistry. Since the micromechanism involved is the

dissolution of a recoil damage spike to create a pore, and since zirconia is an amphoteric

oxide, we would not expect much difference in either pore formation or elimination rates

whatever the effective pH of the reactor coolant. This is supported by the hydrothermal

dissolution experiments of Somiya et al.[58] who found similar dissolution behaviour for

Z1O2 in both concentrated acid and concentrated alkali solutions. P(H)WR coolants are

usually on the alkaline side of neutral because of LiOH additions, whereas BWR coolant

is effectively slightly acid of neutral pH because of the effects of radiolysis. To a first

approximation, therefore, we would not expect to see much difference between in-reactor

corrosion rates in P(H)WR and BWR coolants.

In practice this is the case. For Zircaloys heat treated to eliminate susceptibility to

nodular corrosion the uniform oxide growth rates in BWRs are close to those expected for

a PWR when allowance is made for the lower temperatures in BWRs[26]. Some data for

material not showing nodular corrosion in BWRs are plotted in Fig. 3 in comparison with

typical PWR data. Thus, the unique effect of the radiolytic species and other aspects of

BWR water chemistry is only to produce nodular corrosion in susceptible batches of

Zircaloy, and does not affect the uniform oxide growth. This model does not address the

question of the mechanism of nodular corrosion, and in practice we are no nearer to an

understanding of this phenomenon than we have ever been, despite the large number of

mechanisms that have been proposed.

4.2 EFFECT OF LiOH

The mechanism by which LiOH influences the corrosion rates of zirconium alloys

appears to be formally identical to that proposed for the direct effect of fast neutron flux,
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FIG. 2. Comparison of effect of neutron flux from KWU data with shape of dependency

predicted by the new model.

namely, local dissolution at preferred sites in the oxide[41,42]. Recent work on the effect

of transient exposures to high concentrations of LiOH[43] shows that the immediate effect

is to rapidly change the depth of penetration of the porosity, without any large immediate

change in weight gain (Fig. 4). After the chemistry transient the oxide grows rapidly to

re-establish the normal protective oxide thickness, when the oxidation rate returns to its

previous value (Fig. 5). Under these conditions, the dissolution takes place very rapidly

compared with the rate of oxide regrowth, as was postulated above for the dissolution of

recoil damage spikes during neutron irradiation.

Once the oxidation rate has returned to its normal value an increment in oxide

thickness has been added as a result of the transient, when compared with the oxide

thickness that would have been present at this time if no chemistry transient had been

introduced (Fig. 5). Thus, the integrated effect of LiOH additions on the oxidation rate

may be represented by an equation of the same form as that used to model effects of fast

neutron flux. If this is the case then the data for effects of LiOH at various concentrations

and temperatures, obtained from the literature, should appear as a series of straight lines
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(1) Superficial porosity formed in original oxide in 0.1 mol. LiOH, 25d.

(2) Effect of 1 day exposure to 1.0 mol. LiOH.

(3) Regrowth of barrier oxide after 3 days in 0.1 mol. LiOH.
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FIG. 5. Transient induced in an oxidation curve in 0.1 mol. LiOH solution at 573K by one

day exposure to a 1.0 mol. solution at the same temperature[43].
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on reciprocal rate versus reciprocal LiOH concentration plot. It can be seen (Fig. 6) that

the literature data do fit such a model quite closely.

Thus, the effect of LiOH additions on in-reactor corrosion can probably be

modelled by an additional reciprocal term in equation 1. Since there is no evidence for any

interaction between the effects of fast neutron irradiation and effects of LiOH this term

should probably be incorporated as a separate additive term. A further algorithm would be

needed to calculate the actual concentration of LiOH in a porous oxide as a function of heat

flux and the corrosion reaction[37].

Thus we obtain a composite equation of the form

R V«A_i_D J_D» • Ry

Where Rx = CiDvRoexp"Q/RT

A l K4

Ci is a proportionality constant that reflects the change in post-transition

oxidation rate for specimens pre-irradiated to a fast neutron fluence D v .

K4 is a constant derived from Fig. 6, and the calculated LiOH concentration

at the bottoms of pores in a thick oxide must be used.

Evidence shows that there will probably be LiOH concentration effects that result

from both the effect of heat flux and the concentrating effects of the corrosion reaction

itself in the absence of heat flux[59]. Since in this model the LiOH merely acts to dissolve

the oxide locally, and this oxide reprecipitates as a hydrated oxide on the cladding surface

(or other surfaces), there is no necessity for any prior Li incorporation in the oxide film in

order to see the effect. The LiOH causing the effect would be expected to be readily

leachable, and any Li incorporated in the reprecipitated oxide during this reprecipitation

process would be a consequence of the mechanism and not a cause of the effect. Any

apparent effect of Li implantation in the oxide would be evident only if it affected the

proportion of tetragonal ZrO2 in the oxide, and might actually be merely a damage effect

caused by the implantation itself[60].
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5. Conclusions

It has been shown that models based on the use of multiplicative irradiation factors

and out-reactor kinetics do not give a good fit for both heat transfer and non-heat transfer

surfaces in-reactor. A new model based on a micromechanistic process whereby recoil

damage tracks from fast neutron recoils are rapidly dissolved to form pores which are then
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eliminated by regrowth of additional oxide is proposed. It is shown that it can give a good

fit to results for effects of fast neutron irradiation. It is also demonstrated that increases in

corrosion rates resulting from LiOH concentration effects can be incorporated using an

analogous mechanism where LiOH also dissolves the oxide locally to generate pores.

LiOH effects can be incorporated in the same model by an additional additive term. This

model predicts that uniform corrosion of Zircaloys should be little affected by reactor

water chemistry. This is in line with observations on Zircaloy fuel cladding heat treated to

eliminate nodular corrosion.
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